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What The Gurus Don't Tell You





THE BIG QUESTIONS

1. How Do I Make Money Online?

2. Why Do I Fail To Make Any Money 
Online?



The First Big Question

How Do You Make Money Online?



A successful online system needs to be

Achievable – It needs to be within your capabilities
Functional –  It needs to actually work once you have built it
Sustainable – It needs to keep making money for a long time
Automated - Once built, you don't want it take all your time



       Why Do You Fail To Make Money Online

●You believe in magic buttons or instant riches.
●You're not prepared to actually complete something to get it 
working.
●You start but won't finish what you started because you don't 
see results quick enough.
●Only have part of the big picture
…........30 minute product creation, Instant traffic, Free traffic, 

Top page ranking or Latest SEO theories, List building



The System That I Use To Generate Full Time Living Online

In fact almost every successful internet marketer
will be using a version of this exact system.

The reason I know that is because I have spent a
fortune discovering what other successful marketers
are doing to make huge amounts of cash online.



Greek pictures



Six Figure System Overview
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An Overview Of The System



An Overview Of The System



A successful online system needs to be



Lead Magnet

Offer a fast and simple solution to a very specific problem
Short report or video
Easy to do or implement
Quick to see results



Lead Magnet Examples

The Three Foods You Must Avoid If You Suffer From Heartburn
The top 5 Exercises To Remove Belly Fat In 14 Days
The Two Things That Will Stop Your Site Ranking in Google.



People Element

Is basically an autoresponder service like

Aweber or GetResponse



The Back-End Element

The back-end element is basically made up of your main 
products. In practice that is all the web pages and actual 
information products that are needed to offer/sell and 
deliver the products.





Take A Short Breather

Ask any questions in the chat box



The Launch element

● Full blown launches are NOT required
● Launches are more about branding and expert status 

than about generating money
● The system is designed for evergreen products but using 

the launch principles massively increase sales and 
conversions



Offer Versus Launch

An offer is usually a one-off shot at selling your product.

A launch on the other hand creates some recognition of 
the product niche and even buzz and excitement about 
the product. 





The Brand Element



Creating Credibility

How can I sell a product if I am not and expert in that niche 
or if I am a newbie and no-one has even heard of me?

Become known and become an expert.

 



Becoming An Expert

Subject experts know about the subject.

Perceived experts are those that others believe are 
the experts.

Build a personal blog, create Facebook and other 
social profiles.

+



Affiliate Element

The affiliate element
is all about promoting
affiliate offers.

Although this brings
in even more money to the system it is also very important in 
networking with other vendors and affiliates.



Affiliate Element

This is primarily to
 make connections
 with the vendors.

 
If you promote them

 they will be much more
 likely to promote you. 

 

It's called reciprocity.



The IM Insider System



My IM Insider Elite Coaching

Join me in my IM Insiders Elite group and let me 
guide you to the success you deserve.

Plus the templates, tools, resources, short cuts and 
tricks I have discovered over the years.

 Normally $1,997 – Start today for just $1



●10 Specific modules to build your IM Insider Elite system
●Video training and guides recorded and written by me personally
●Multi-level video training to meet the needs of everyone
●Work sheets to tell you exactly what to do 
●Each modules work are reviewed by me personally
●I guide you every step of the way
●Product creation templates
●PLR products, royalty free images and music
●Sales page, landing opt-in etc. templates
●Done for you email subject lines and sales headlines
●Free software, web tools and resources
●You trial everything, including my initial review and personal support for a full 
14 days 

http://iminsiderelite.com/special

http://iminsiderelite.com/


Become An IM Insider Elite Member Become An IM Insider Elite Member 
Create A Real Online BusinessCreate A Real Online Business

IM INSIDER ELITE $1 Special

http://iminsiderelite.com/special

Let me guide you by the hand

http://iminsiderelite.com/

